ACTIVE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE DISCOUNTING

A HIGH-YIELDING
INVESTMENT

FOR YOU

A Flexible and Reliable
Source of Liquidity for
Your Suppliers

BidPay® is the first and only finance technology company formed exclusively to facilitate the
electronic discounting of accounts payable for the world’s leading companies. BidPay® enables
supply chain buyers like you to provide spot liquidity to suppliers willing to offer small discounts in
exchange for faster payments.

Our patent-pending system revolutionizes
traditional early-payment discount programs by:
• Providing high-yielding, risk-free cash returns for you
• Facilitating “payment-on-demand” for cash- or credit-constrained suppliers

bidpayment.com
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STRETCH YOUR

DISCOUNT
OPPORTUNITY
WINDOW

BidPay® widens your discount opportunity window,

According to a recent poll of 40,000 suppliers, 85%

the period during which suppliers may offer (and

state a willingness to occasionally or always accept

you may accept) discounts for faster payment. In the

discounts for faster payment.

old, static payable discounting model, the buyer’s
right to take discounts is limited and finite, usually
expiring between a few days to a few weeks after
goods are received.

discounting model into a highly automated, realtime and highly profitable process that seizes on
lucrative opportunities previously overlooked. Large

By providing you the means to retire payables at

supply chain buyers may capture millions of dollars

a discount virtually any time before they’re due,

of additional discount revenue annually while

BidPay® makes discounting a dynamic process

incurring no incremental cost.

that takes place repeatedly throughout the discount
opportunity window.
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BidPay® transforms the outdated, static

800-422-5995

BidPay® is the only payment-on-demand
product designed for the singular purpose of
maximizing your discount income in an on-line
payable auction environment.
Buyer
Places
Order

Payment
Due
Date

OUTDATED STATIC APPROACH

Supplier Production & Shipping

Traditional
Discount
Opportunity
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Missed Discount Opportunity

Invoice
Approval

BIDPAY®’S DYNAMIC APPROACH

Supplier Production & Shipping

Discount Opportunity Window

Invoice
Approval
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85%

OF SUPPLIERS STATE
A WILLINGNESS TO
OCCASIONALLY OR ALWAYS
ACCEPT DISCOUNTS FOR
FASTER PAYMENT

The creators of BidPay® found that supply chain

less than 3% per year. Cash equivalents earn less

buyers often under-estimate the demand for prompt

than 1% per year. Using cash, near-cash investments,

payment, a basic misunderstanding that may lead

or short-term borrowings to finance the early

you and many large supply chain buyers to ignore or

retirement of your trade payables at a discount

overlook lucrative discounting opportunities that

creates annualized returns of 10% to 20% on your

occur late in the payment cycle.

investment (net of your cost of short-term funds)

Traditionally, suppliers have obtained supply chain
and working capital financing from a variety of

pre-tax income.

bank and non-bank lenders. Credit facilities may

Discounting trade payables never made more sense

be restrictive, costly and unreliable. Suppliers that

than it does today. Payable discounting has no

are unable to obtain sufficient external financing

adverse effect on your liquidity or leverage ratios

place your supply chain at risk. BidPay® provides a

whether you use cash or short-term debt to fund the

reliable alternative for your suppliers that gives your

early retirement of your accounts payable.

company greater supply chain control and income
opportunities previously reserved for lenders.
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and millions of dollars annually of incremental net

BidPay® is also currency-neutral, so it is perfect for
your company or its subsidiaries with suppliers in

On average, short-term borrowing rates for well-

foreign countries where access to credit and capital

capitalized Fortune 500 companies are currently

markets is scarce.

800-422-5995

BIDPAY ’S RESULTS
®

ARE GUARANTEED

BidPay®’s auction fee is contingent on auction success.
If an auction fails to deliver results that meet or exceed
your financial objectives, BidPay® earns no fee.
COMPARE
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THE BIDPAY
PROCESS:

®

SIMPLICITY
WITHOUT
SACRIFICE
BidPay® requires no change of business process for

necessary adjustment, and you will pay those

buyer or supplier. Buyers simply export a file of eligible

suppliers’ invoices that Friday, minus the agreed

payables from their Enterprise Resource Planning

discount. Suppliers that do not bid, or whose

(ERP) software or accounting system to BidPay®.

discount bids are not acceptable, are paid when their

Eligible payables correspond to your suppliers’

invoices are due. The process is repeated weekly.

invoices, which you have approved for payment.
Your suppliers that have any eligible invoices receive
an Auction Notice from BidPay® on Tuesday. The
Auction Notice will contain a list of your approved
payments that are eligible for immediate discounted
payment. Your supplier has 24 hours to simply click
on the invoices it would like to collect that Friday.

Making discounts unpredictable, combined with
widening the discount opportunity window, are the
two most novel and critically important features
of BidPay®’s design. Suppliers that are unable to
predict the discounts you will accept are effectively

Suppliers submitting acceptable discount bids will

prevented from building discounting into their

be notified at the end of the auction on Wednesday.

pricing models.

You will receive a file from BidPay reflecting the
®
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UNPREDICTABLE DISCOUNTS =
GREATER GROSS MARGIN

800-422-5995

STATIC PROMPT PAYMENT
DISCOUNTING MODEL =
ZERO SUM GAME
By contrast, the practice of
demanding suppliers to accept
lengthy credit terms and/or preestablished, static prompt payment
discounts is a zero-sum game that
results in discounts and financing
costs (at higher rates than yours)

1

being built into the price of goods
and services, adversely impacting
your gross margin. If your company
policy is to demand lengthy credit
terms and/or prompt payment
discounts, you are likely subsidizing
your suppliers’ higher cost of
short-term borrowing at your
shareholders’ expense.
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ACTIVE PAYABLE
DISCOUNTING =
REAL AND QUANTIFIABLE
REVENUE
Active payable discounting offered
exclusively by BidPay® provides
your cash- and credit-constrained
suppliers with a source of spot
liquidity when they need it most.
Equally as important, active payable
discounting also provides your
shareholders with the most profitable
approach to prompt payment
discounting. BidPay® is the first
commercially available stand-alone
active payable discounting technology.

3
bidpayment.com
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BENEFITS
FOR YOUR

SUPPLIERS

BidPay® addresses a common challenge faced

small discount through BidPay® auctions after their

by many suppliers accustomed to the traditional

invoices are approved and uploaded to the BidPay®

supply-chain financing model where buyers lean

auction portal.

heavily on suppliers’ willingness and ability to provide
trade credit. In the traditional business model, your
suppliers must tie up valuable working capital or
borrow from external funding sources to finance
receivables arising from their extension of trade
credit to you.

When your credit-constrained suppliers are
preoccupied with managing limited financial
resources, they become distracted from tasks
like quality control and on-time delivery. BidPay®
provides a reliable source of spot liquidity for your
cash- and credit-constrained suppliers. Supplier

BidPay® technology transforms the outdated static

dependence on unreliable and restrictive funding

model. Your credit-constrained suppliers are able to

sources is minimized.

obtain payment on demand directly from you at a

All suppliers, irrespective of their size, industry
segment, financial condition, or geographic location,
have access to “payment on demand” from any
participating BidPay® buyer.
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800-422-5995

Spot Liquidity provided through BidPay®:
• Reduces suppliers’ dependence on external funding sources
• Provides credit-constrained suppliers the ability to receive early payment
• Reduces suppliers’ Days Sales Outstanding (DSO)
• Improves suppliers’ quality control and on-time delivery capability

BIDPAY® DISCOUNT OPPORTUNITY WINDOW

DAYS REMAINING UNTIL PAYMENT DUE DATE

BUYERS’ PAYMENT TERMS
Net 90 Days

Net 60 Days

Net 45 Days

Net 30 Days
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40 Days

20 Days

10 Days

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

LENGTH OF DISCOUNT OPPORTUNITY WINDOW

bidpayment.com
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A CLOUD-BASED
TECHNOLOGY WITH

INSTANT, NO-COST
IMPLEMENTATION

Compare BidPay® to other models
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800-422-5995

Active payable discounting with BidPay® is a
common sense approach that generates double-digit,
risk-free annualized return on your investment.
• No investment in hardware or software
• No integration or conversion necessary
• No licensing fee
• No support or maintenance fees
• No change in business processes for you or your suppliers

Other
Models

Avoids predictable discounts leading
to higher prices paid by buyers?

YES

NO

Singularly focused on maximizing
discount offerings and buyer ROI?

YES

NO

Satisfaction Guarantee: No fee if
financial objectives not met?

YES

NO

bidpayment.com
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BidPay®’s corporate parent, Interstate Capital, has discounted billions of dollars of receivables for over

5,000 suppliers of the world’s leading companies. We have a firm understanding of discount pricing.
BidPay® management invented the payable auction concept after nearly 22 years of studying supplier
discount demand and millions of supply chain transactions. Simply stated, BidPay®’s proprietary
software design maximizes discount income and ROI for buyers like you.

Tony Furman

Ernest Eisenberg

Chief Executive Officer

President and Chief Operating Officer

Tony Furman is co-founder and President of the

Ernest Eisenberg serves as Vice President of

Interstate Capital Corp. group of companies,

BidPay®’s parent company, Interstate Capital, and

founded in 1993. Interstate Capital is a New Mexico-

its corporate parent company, American Finance &

based accounts receivable factoring company

Investment Co., Inc. (AFIC), founded in 1946.

with affiliate offices throughout the United States.

At Interstate Capital and AFIC, Mr. Eisenberg

Interstate Capital purchases nearly $1 billion USD of

oversees financial analysis, real estate investment,

invoices per year from thousands of clients located

and accounting.  

throughout North America.
Mr. Furman’s career includes over 30 years

President of Greenblum Investment Partners, Inc.,

of banking, M & A, commercial lending, credit

an Austin, Texas-based real estate investment and

administration, and supply chain finance experience.

management firm, and served in the capacity of

Mr. Furman is a 1982 graduate of The University of
Texas at Austin - McCombs School of Business and
subsequently attended graduate business school at
the University of Texas at Dallas. He is a frequent
speaker on business and finance issues, contributor
of numerous articles in industry journals, and has
been featured in a variety of publications.
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Before joining BidPay®, Mr. Eisenberg served as Vice

800-422-5995

CFO for all related entities and various investments.
In his role as President and Chief Operating Officer
of BidPay®, Eisenberg oversees R & D, finance, and
strategic planning. Mr. Eisenberg graduated from
The University of Texas at Austin - McCombs
School of Business with highest honors.

Contact us to schedule
a live demo or speak to
a BidPay® representative:
Tony Furman, CEO
800.422.5995
tfurman@bidpayment.com
Ernest Eisenberg, President/COO
800.422.5995
eeisenberg@bidpayment.com
For more information and answers
to frequently asked questions:
www.bidpayment.com

U.S. and International Patents Pending

